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Quartal harmony is harmony generated by the interval of a fourth. This concept of Jazz harmony developed in the mid '50's and the early '60's, spurred on by the widespread use of modalism by such artists as Miles Davis and John Coltrane. Already long in use by "classical" composers, composers of film and television scores, and jazz composer/arrangers from the Gil Evans school, quartal harmony by the early 1960's had become an important tool in the jazz vocabulary. In addition to the composer/arranger usage, quartal harmonic language in a jazz context was ushered in largely by the comping, improvising, and compositions of pianists Bill Evans, McCoy Tyner, Herbie Hancock, and Chick Corea, among others.

While quartal harmony certainly has great composition and improvisational applications, the focus of this lesson will be its use in comping. You may have heard the term "comping by scale". That really defines quartal harmony in comping situations perfectly. Instead of using a tertian voiced structure (containing guide tones that relate to a specific chord type) we comp utilizing a harmonized scale (creating multiple horizontal structures) in fourths that relate to the given chord type. Let's say the given chord symbol is C Maj 7. Play the harmonized C Ionian scale over a bassline outlining the C Maj 7 chord. As one moves from one fourth structure to another, the overall effect is an ebb and flow between tensions and release to the basic chord tones (vertically speaking) contained in the chord scale.

C Ionian Scale (I'll use Ionian and major scale as interchangeable scale names throughout this lesson.)

C Ionian scale harmonized in diatonic fourths (four part)

Notice that the chord built on C is unstable and ambiguous. This C Maj 7 chord features a #11 instead of the more typical #11. It becomes "normalized" as we pass through the other structures from the harmonized scale tones.
If you’ve played the previous example of the harmonized scale in fourths against CMaj7, I think you’ll get the idea pretty quickly. However what makes this concept so valuable to us is the relationship between the modes derivative from (in this case) the parent major scale and its respective chord associations. To simplify: most of us learn modes as a melodic source to improvise over particular chord types with. In the basic chord/scale relationships the chord tones are contained in the scale that we use to improvise over the given chord with. This creates a strong relationship between chord and scale. Here are the basic scale derivatives (modes) from the major scale (Ionian) and their relationships to some basic chord types. These are very basic relationships and at this stage all scales/modes relate from the scale’s tonic (or starting note) to the chord types given from their roots.

**The Seven Modes of the Major Scale and Some Basic Chord Relationships**

1. Ionian or major scale used over Maj, Maj6, Maj7, Maj9, Maj13  
2. Dorian used over Min, Min6, Min7, Min9, Min11, Min13  
3. Phrygian used over 7sus4 b9  
4. Lydian used over Maj 7#11, Maj 9#11, Maj 13#11  
5. Mixolydian used over 7, 9, 11, 13, 7sus4, 9sus4, 13sus4 (dominant 7th chords)  
6. Aeolian used over Min, Min b6, Min 7 with b13, Min 9, Min 11  
7. Locrian used over b7-5, -7-5 (11).

If you need help understanding or constructing modes, consult my “Harmony Primer” or “Modes” lesson from this series. In a nutshell, all of the chords and modes listed above are diatonic to a Major scale. In the key of C Major the above chords/scales would be named like this:

1. C Ionian or major scale used over CMaj, CMaj6, CMaj7, C Maj9, CMaj13  
2. D Dorian used over DMin, DMin6, DMin7, DMin9, DMin11, DMin13  
3. E Phrygian used over E7sus4 b9  
4. F Lydian used over FMaj 7#11, FMaj 9#11, FMaj 13#11  
5. G Mixolydian used over G7, G9, G11, G13, G7sus4, G9sus4, G13sus4 (dominant 7th chords)  
6. A Aeolian used over AMin, AMin b6, AMin 7 with b13, AMin 9, AMin 11  
7. B Locrian used over B-7-5, B-7-5 (11).

With the harmonized scale in fourths we’ll revisit the above chord/scale relationships horizontally. We’ve already tried the C Ionian in fourths over C Maj 7, now let’s try it over D-7 (notes of the C Ionian from D to D) which creates a harmonized Dorian scale. Also, try the D dorian over G7 which creates a 7 sus 4 quality.
You'll notice that the preceding example is just the C ionian scale and its structures starting from D. When creating modes there are basically two ways of reckoning the notes. The easier of the two is to think from the parent scale and its key signature. With this method one just applies the parent scale's key signature to the sequence of tones that starts from one of the parent scale's notes. Notice that the preceding modes from the major scale are given Roman Numerals I, II, III, IV, etc. Starting from the 3rd note (III) of a major scale and keeping the sequence of the seven notes diatonic from E to E creates a phrygian scale (or in the key of C major, an E phrygian scale). The other method is called parallel construction, and scales/modes are generated via a number sequence (or formula). These numbers refer to the notes of a hypothetical major scale that has been altered to utilize the formula for a given scale type. For instance, the formula numerically for a phrygian mode is: 1, b2, 3, 4, 5, b6, 7.

The notes spelled alphabetically (from E) would be: E, F, G, A, B, C, D, E.

The "flatted" or in this case "natural" notes of the E phrygian scale resulted from lowering the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 7th degrees of an E major scale (E, F#, G#, A, B, C#, D#). Either way you look at it, one has to have good control of manipulating major scales and their key signatures to create parallel or derivative scales. By the way, we're just talking about major scales so far. Later we'll look at other primary seven-tone scales, such as melodic minor, harmonic minor, and harmonic major that act as a parent scale generating their own unique set of modes. But before you try the other scales start with the major scale harmonized from and played against all the chords/modes listed above, then try transposing these relationships to other keys and chord roots.

Don't let the theory speak turn you off. It's important to have control of this stuff, but in the end your ear and tactile sense (muscle memory) will take over. Fourth chord shapes are basically built around five shapes that use four notes (try paring these shapes down to 3 notes and also adding on to get five note forms). The four note versions are easily played on four consecutive strings from the fifth string or fourth string. All examples are built on the pitch "C". They look like this from the fifth string:

![Fourth chord shapes](image)

* 11s can be thought of as 4

The major scale shapes include all but the one in the middle". This double tritone chord works best in dominant 7th applications and in this case from a non "C" root. Notice that all the chords are made up of perfect fourth or tritone intervals. Other scales such as harmonic minor and harmonic major necessitate the spelling of the occasional diminished fourth interval. This will alter some shapes of the basic five above (to keep structures diatonic to the scale). Resulting will be some familiar tertian grips, but you can still "think" in fourths. Here are the four seven-tone scales we use in Berklee's guitar syllabi harmonized in fourths. All examples are built on "C".
Four seven-tone scales harmonized in diatonic fourths

**Ionian or Major Scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3fr.</th>
<th>5fr.</th>
<th>7fr.</th>
<th>8fr.</th>
<th>10fr.</th>
<th>12fr.</th>
<th>14fr.</th>
<th>15fr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Melodic Minor Scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3fr.</th>
<th>5fr.</th>
<th>6fr.</th>
<th>8fr.</th>
<th>10fr.</th>
<th>12fr.</th>
<th>13fr.</th>
<th>15fr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Harmonic Minor Scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6fr.</th>
<th>5fr.</th>
<th>6fr.</th>
<th>8fr.</th>
<th>10fr.</th>
<th>11fr.</th>
<th>13fr.</th>
<th>15fr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-maj7(11)</td>
<td>D-7(11)</td>
<td>Eb△7(11)</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>G sus4(addt10)</td>
<td>A△7(#11)</td>
<td>B Maj6(#9)</td>
<td>C-maj7(11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Harmonic Major Scale**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6fr.</th>
<th>5fr.</th>
<th>6fr.</th>
<th>8fr.</th>
<th>10fr.</th>
<th>11fr.</th>
<th>13fr.</th>
<th>15fr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Enharmonically spelled for simplicity**
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As you can see, some of the analysis gets pretty wacky when using harmonic major/minor. I've broken it down to some familiar tertian structures or slash chords in those cases. Each of the preceding harmonized scales can be played over any chord contained in that scale's resultant harmonies. For instance, record a E7#9 vamp and play the C harmonic major harmonized in 4ths over it. Try the scale from the E7#9 root (E to E) and starting from other tones in the “C” scale as well. This is a good place to begin. Listening to the sounds generated from a harmonized scale over the individual chord types contained in the scale's resultant harmony. It's also a really big job with multiple choices of scale for many chord types. How does one organize? As simply as possible! Start with the major scale, (in multiple keys) exhaust it's possibilities and then move on to melodic minor etc. It's also very important to gain perspective in usage by listening to some of the pianists I've already mentioned as well as guitarists like Mike Stern and John Scofield, and especially organist Larry Young. One thing you'll notice immediately is that these guys don't play the entire harmonized scale from beginning to end. Sometimes using just two or three structures from a “key of the moment” (and the “key” can change with each chord) does the trick. Pay attention to melodic voice-leading, use of sequential melodic ideas that are harmonized, etc.

Now that we have some tools to work with, let's sum up how to get started:

- Experiment with and imitate what you hear on recordings. Records like Coltrane's "Complete 1961 Village Vanguard Recordings” (with McCoy Tyner on piano) will give you lots of ideas to work with. Emulate the rhythms and number of structures being used in say, a four bar phrase. And while vamps are a very good place to begin, integrate your new vocabulary into cycles such as I-VI-II-V and II-V-I. Then try a jazz standard.
- Try writing to develop workable ideas that you can recycle into other tunes.
- Think context. These sounds tend to be modern in quality and fit very well with pentatonic language for instance (check out McCoy!). Later as a deviation from the seven tone-scales that we're starting with, try harmonizing pentatonic, whole-tone, and other non-seven-tone scales. You'll come up with some very cool sounds! Remember though, that these sounds might not be appropriate for older jazz styles. Use your ears and study jazz styles by period to gain a sense of appropriate usage.
- And lastly, even in a “fusion” or “modern jazz” context one doesn't have to use fourth structures exclusively. Mixing tertian structures with the quartal makes for a nice “pallet” of harmonic colors. The tertian chords will “nail-down” the chord quality, while the quartal will be more ambiguous and achieve some nice passing chord movement. Here’s an example of comping integrating both types into the jazz standard “Stella”. All fourth chord structures will be derived from major scales/modes used in a “key of the moment” sense. Notice that the fourth chord segments are very obvious. Keep your own examples simple too. Later, you can get more complex, rhythmically daring, etc. For right now, get the concept down. Analyze, 502ww, listen, and integrate into your own versions! All chord symbols are broken down to basic structures. You do the analysis! Play over recorded/sequenced bassline and metronome clicking on 2 & 4.
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